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Introduction 

The goal of the GRAIL has been to create a comprehensive analysis environment 
where a host of questions about genes and genome structure can be answered as quickly and accu- 
rately as possible. Constructing this system has entailed solving a number of significant technical 
challenges including: ( u )  making coding recognition in sequence more sensitive and accurate, ( b )  
compensating for isochore base compositional effects in coding prediction, ( c )  developing methods 
to determine which parts of each strand of a long genomic DNA are the coding strand, ( d )  improv- 
ing the accuracy of splice site prediction and recognizing non-consensus sites, and ( e )  recognizing 
variable regulatory structures such as polymerase I1 promoters. An additional chdenge has been 
to construct algorithms which compensate for the deleterious effects of insertion or deletion (indel) 
errors in the coding region recognition process. This paper addresses progress on these technical 
issues and the current state of sequence feature recognition methods. 

Methods for Recognition of DNA Sequence Features 

Recognition of Coding Region Candidates 

The GRAIL coding region recognition system has evolved considerably since its inception in 
1991, while still retaining similar design  principle^'*^^^^^^^ . The original system used a neural 
network to combine a number of coding indicators calculated within a fixed sequence window. This 
network effectively weighted the various coding indicators based on empirical training data. One 
advantage of this approach, compared to simple weighting mechani~rns~,~ and the more recent use 
of linear discriminant analysis for combining coding indicators8, is that a neural network containing 
hidden layers can discover higher-order correlations and relationships in the indicator data. The use 
of empirical data for training allows the system to optimally utilize each indicator in the presence 
of all the others, without a priori assumptions about the independence of the indicators or their 
relative strengths. 

The GRAIL I1 coding system3 considers discrete CR candidates (with specific edge signals), 
rather than using a fixed size sliding window in which to evaluate coding potential. This discrete 
candidate approach is designed to normalize the sensitivity of the system for both long and short 
coding regions. As one of the input features, the network is provided with a measure of the length 
of the CR candidate and can therefore consider the coding measures in light of the candidate’s size. 

A schematic for the current GRAIL neural net coding recognition system is shown in Figure 1. 
The input to the neural net system contains the following: 

(1) a Gmer in-frame score calculated over the candidate region and adjusted by its isochore GC 
composition (note that in GRAIL each candidate is generated with a fixed translation frame). 

(2) a 6mer in-frame score calculated over the candidate region and adjusted by the candidate 
GC composition. 

(3) a Gmer in-frame score calculated over a 60-base region right of the candidate region and 
adjusted by the isochore GC composition. 

(4) a Gmer in-frame score calculated over a 60-base region right of the candidate region and 
adjusted by the candidate GC composition. 



( 5 )  a Gmer in-frame score calculated over a 60-base region left of the candidate region and 

(6) a Gmer in-frame score calculated over a 60-base region left of the candidate region and 

(7) an frame dependent Markov model score calculated over the candidate region (Markov scores 

(8) the isochore GC composition. 
(9) the candidate GC composition. 
(10) a score derived from a length profile for CRs. Candidates with length corresponding to 

more populated parts of the CR length histogram receive higher scores than those which are out 
of norm. 

adjusted by the isochore GC composition. 

adjusted by the candidate GC composition. 

are calculated and interpolated using two sets of separate tables (high AT and high GC tables)). 

(11) the candidate length. 
(12) a score measuring the strength of a donor junction candidate as determined by a separate 

neural net system described later. 
(13) a score measuring the strength of a (YAG or AA) acceptor junction candidate as determined 

by a separate neural net system described later. 

This system contains several coding indicators, but fewer than in the original system. The 
basic coding measures listed above include two frame sensitive “vocabulary”-based algorithms. 
The Gmer in-frame algorithm is basically identical to that in the first GRAIL version (except for 
updated statistical Gmer tables), where the scoie of the algorithm for a candidate in a particular 
translation frame T ,  say T = 1, is: 

where the frequencies fi of 6mers in frame i are calculated from a large set of coding regions, fn 
is the frequency of the Gmer in non-coding DNA, and ala2 ... an represents the candidate. Gmer 
denoted by fo, f1, and fi are each calculated using separate tables. The Bayes formula is used, 
under the assumption of DNA being a fifth order non-homogeneous Markov chain, to measure 
coding potentials: 

where 

’ (3) 
pr(al*-*an) = P,(al...a5)p,(a6lal...a5)pN(,)(a7)a2...as)PNcNcT,,(.sl.3...~7)P~(~9~~4...a8)...... 
pn (a1 -.-an) = Pn (a1 sa5)pn (a6  1.1 .--a5)pn (a7 b2- -a6)pn  (a8 b3-a7)p, (a9 I a4 * -.as) - - * +-, 

and C is the estimate of the ratio of coding versus non-coding bases in DNA, p,(al ... us) and 
pn(al ... as) are a priori probabilities of a1 ... a5 in frame T and in non-coding regions, p,(XJY) and 
pn(XIY) are the conditional probabilities of X in the presence of Y in translational frame T and 
non-coding region, respectively, and N ( i )  = (i + 1) mod 3. 

As mentioned, in addition to measuring coding potential in the CR candidate, the coding 
potential in the neighborhood surrounding a coding region candidate is also measured (isochore 
vocabulary indicator). These two 60 base regions should have low coding scores since they are 
presumably intronic. If they do not, this score informs the neural network that the putative CR 
is probably larger than the current candidate (splice site may be wrong). This inclusion of scores 
from introns helps discriminate different edge options for a given coding region. For each putative 
CR, a number of candidates with different edge options and their scores are retained by the system 
for potential use in gene modeling (described later). 



The prediction of coding regions using k-tuple methods is known to have strong dependence 
on isochore base composition and is more difficult in AT rich domains. GRAIL I1 corrects for this 
within the frame sensitive 6mer algorithm and in the Markov chain model. 

Gene Modeling 

The gene model construction algorithm takes as input the scored CR candidates generated 
by the coding region prediction neural networks and builds a single gene model in a specified 
region by appending a series of non-overlapping CR candidates under the constraints that (1) the 
first CR candidate should start with an ATG and the last CR candidate should end with an in- 
frame stop codon, (2) adjacent CR candidates are translation-frame compatible, (3) no in-frame 
stop codons can be formed when appending two adjacent CR candidates, and (4) the distance 
between two adjacent candidates has to be larger than the minimum intron size. A dynamic 
programming algorithmg is used to construct a gene model that has the highest total CR scores. 
Certain constraints are allowed to be violated with a penalty when the dynamic programming 
algorithm constructs the highest scoring gene model. For example, a number of translation-frame 
compatibility violations are allowed in case an exon is missed or a splice site does not have the 
necessary consensus. This allows recovery of the remainder of the gene model. 

Determining the Coding Strand in Genomic DNA 

Since a region of genomic DNA can have genes on both strands of the DNA, a method is needed 
to determine the coding strand in each portion of the sequence. We have designed a smooth filter 
which weighs initial coding region predictions on both strands and determines which strand is most 
likely to be coding at each location. The function has the following form: 

where S( i )  determines the coding strand at base i (with negative values for reverse strand and 
positive values for forward strand), codingj(i) and coding,( i )  are the neural net predicted coding 
score at base i for the forward and reverse strands, respectively, W is half of the measuring window 
size (W = 500), and T is a small positive number used to prevent from having zero denominator. 

This function is used in the “shadow exons off7’ option within GRAIL which eliminates from view 
CR candidates which are perceived to be on the non-coding strand. This applies to CR candidates 
which are non-coding strand shadows of coding strand candidates and also false positives which are 
within but on the strand opposite an obvious gene. The function is sensitive enough to correctly 
follow the strand changes for genes embedded in introns. 

Indel Error Detection and “Correctionn 

A basic property of coding recognition systems is the dependence on DNA vocabularies in the 
various frames. When the frame is disrupted, the recognition system becomes less sensitive and 
potentially fails. Few systems have considered the effects of errors on coding region prediction 
accuracy and noise level. GRAIL contains technology specifically for locating insertions and dele- 
tions of bases in coding regions and “correcting” these errors. This technology has proved to be 
very useful for single pass EST/cDNA or genomic sequences. It can also improve the quality of 
assembled sequences from large genomic clones. 

In GRAIL, a coding region candidate is recognized along with its preferred translation frame, 
the frame which has the highest coding probability. The error detection algorithm consists of two 
main steps. It first statistically finds points in the sequence where the preferred translation frame 
changes, and secondly evaluates the coding potentials on both sides of each transition point. If a 



transition point occurs between regions of high coding potential, the point is determined to be an 
indel, and one or two “C” bases are inserted to recover the frame consistency. “C” is used avoid 
the potential for creating stop codons on the coding strand. 

To find the transition points, the algorithm divides a DNA sequence into segments in such a 
way that two adjacent segments have different preferred translation frames, each segment has a 
minimum length (to prevent short range fluctuations), and the total coding potential along the 
preferred frames are maximized. 

More formally, let Po(X) ,  P I ( X )  and P z ( X )  denote the preference vahes’ of a Gmer X appearing 
in a coding region in translational frame 0, 1, and 2 versus appearing in non-coding regions, 
respectively. For a segment uj ... Uk of DNA D = u1 ..an7 we define 

We call r the preferred reading frame of uj ... uk  if Pr(aj e.. uk) has the highest value among Po(aj ... uk),  
Pl(uj ... u k ) ,  P2(Uj ... Uk). We want to partition D into segments D1, D2, ..., D, such that the following 
objective function is maximized 

m 

under the constraint that each D; is at least K bases long and no two adjacent segments have the 
same preferred reading frame, where ~ ( i )  denotes the preferred reading frame of segment D;. 

This problem is solved using dynamic programming” with K = 30 and we omit details here. 
The result of such a segmentation into preferred reading frame regions is shown in Figure 2. The 
potential for each transition point to be within a coding region is evaluated using the 5th order 
Markov model in the GRAIL coding recognition system for 30 base regions before and after the 
transition point. The results of indel detection and “correction” are also shown in Figure 2. 

Splice Junction Recognit ion 

The current GRAIL system recognizes acceptor junctions having the usual YAG consensus, as 
well as the nonstandard AAG consensus, with reasonable reliability. Donor splice sites containing 
the GT consensus are also recognized. There are seven measures used in the YAG acceptor neural 
net work recognition system: 

(1) A 5mer preference model calculated as a sum of log frequency ratios for positionally depen- 
dent 5mers in true splice sites vs. false sites, and covering a positional range of -23 to 0 where 0 is 
the “Y” in the YAG. 

(2) A single base log frequency ratio matrix over positions -27 to 4 (not including the AG) based 
on frequencies for bases in true and false splice sites. 

(3) A pyrimidine weighting system creates a weighted sum of the occurrences of “C” or “T” 
bases in positions -27 to 0, with the weight of each being the square root of the distance from 
position -28. Thus, pyrimidines closer the the YAG have higher weight. 

(4) The distance to nearest 5’ YAG is calculated from the position difference of the YAG under 
consideration and the nearest YAG in the 5’ direction. The score is zero if the distance is less than 
10 and linearly increases to 1.0 as the distance increases to 20 bases. 

(5,6) Coding potentials in adjacent regions, both 60 bases 5‘ and 35 bases 3‘ of the YAG are 
used to indicate a transition between non-coding and coding sequences. The frame dependent Gmer 
preference algorithm is used here. 

(7) Correlations between single bases across the site are compared using a frequency table of 
base-base occurrences obtained from true splice sites. The comparison is between position -27 and 

‘Pr(X) = log(pr(X)/pn(X)), where pr(X) is the probability of X appearing in a coding region in the translational 
frame r, and pn(X) is the probability of X appearing in a non-coding region. 



4 (except the conseusus AG). In a given site, each base-base occurrence is given a score in the range 
of 0 to 1 based on its frequency in the table, and the individual scores are added to provide the 
overall score. 

All algorithms are normalized so that their useful range falls between 0 and 1. A feed-forward 
neural network is trained to combine these measures based on feature vectors obtained from true 
splice sites and false sequence examples containing a CAG or TAG triplet. 

Acceptors with the non-standard AAG consensus are recognized using basically the same mea- 
sures, but with different statistical tables. The donor splice junction recognition system alsoe uses 
similar methods. 

Repetitive DNA Recognition 

GRAIL recognizes a number of families of complex repeats and both perfect and imperfect low 
complexity repeat regions. Complex repeats are found using a combination of BLAST and the 
Smith-Waterman algorithm against a library of repetitive elements provided by Jerzy Jurka. This 
combination is used so that small isolated fragments of repeats can be recognized individually or 
potentially merged with larger repeat regions which may contain gaps and which can be effectively 
recognized by Smith- Waterman. 

A fast linear time look-up algorithm is used to recognize both perfect and imperfect low com- 
plexity repeats12. It utilizes indices calculated from non-continuous overlapping k-tuples so that 
tandem repeats with insertions and deletions can be recognized. The approach is somewhat like 
that used in the IBM Flash sequence comparison server13, where a table of words is kept along 
with positional indices for the occurrences of words. 

CpG Islands 

The dinucleotide CpG is very under represented in the DNA sequences of vertebrates. CpG 
islands, regions with unusually high concentration of CpG, are often considered to be gene markers 
in genomic DNA and are frequently found at the 5' end of genes. The GRAIL system locates CpG 
islands as defined by Gardiner-Garden and F'rommer14. Operationally these are regions greater 
than 200 bases in length which are greater than 50% G+C and have a CpG content of at least 0.G 
of that expected based on the G+C content of the region. 

Polymerase IT Promoter Detection 

The position of control elements relative to other parts of the gene and to each other is highly 
variable. A major class of RNA polymerase I1 promoters contain a TATAA sequence or variant at 
approximately 30 bases upstream of the site of transcription initiation (cap site). Additional signals 
are often present at varying distances from the cap site. With current technology we are limited to 
recognizing promoters which fall into this category and cannot, for example, find promoters with 
initiator elements but not TATA boxes. The elements considered in GRAIL are the TATA, CAAT, 
GC elements, the cap site and the translation start site. Each of these is initially scored using a log 
frequency ratio matrix and then, each potential combined group of elements is evaluated using a 
neural network. This network has been trained to consider the scores of the individual elements, the 
number of elements and the distance relationships between elements. While the distances between 
elements are variable, known promoter examples show preferred ranges of distance between many 
element pairs. Scores from this information are obtained from the normalized distance histograms 
of element pairs and used as neural net input. 

The neural network predictions of potential Pol I1 promoters are further refined by the appli- 
cation of a set of rules which examines the context of each promoter candidate relative to coding 
region predictions. Basically, the very high scoring candidates are retained regardless of location, 
while candidates with moderate scores are required to be within reasonable distance 5' of coding 
regions and cannot be inside or extremely close to the 3' end of a coding region. More details of 
the statistical matrices, neural network, and rules are described in Matis et uZ.l5 . 
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Recognition of Polyadenylation Sites 

A log frequency ratio matrix is used to recognize potential polyadenylation sites. Because much 
experimental evidence exists for the participation of sequences downstream of the polyA site, we 
initially included significant flanking sequence in the matrix, and then refined the matrix limits 
to 6 bases 5’ and 59 bases 3’ of the consensus AATAAA hexamer. Within the range of possible 
matrix scores, very high scores correspond to only real polyA sites and very low scores to only false 
sites. In the intermediate range a probabilistic score is provided for the element based on the Bayes 
formula. A more detailed description is provided in Matis et aZ.15. 

Analysis of Genomic Sequence Using GRAIL 

There are many points at which a large scale (megabase) DNA sequencing project can benefit 
from computational analysis of the sequence. During the sequence determination phase computa- 
tional tools are not only critical to assembling sequences generated from a “shotgun” mode but 
it is also possible to identify biologically meaningful features by computational means before the 
complete sequence of the region is known. 

The characteristics of the sequencing process itself affect decision points with respect to analysis 
of the sequence. In large-scale operations where assembly of cosmids or other large clones is very 
rapid, it makes sense to analyze the DNA sequence after the assembly process is complete. If 
assembly is slower or problematic, earlier analysis is useful for locating important genes and can 
be used to provide information which may aid in the sequence assembly process. 

There are two primary ways of finding genes in DNA sequence using computational methods. 
Homology based methods and feature recognition methods are complementary and need to be used 
together in order to assure complete analysis of a sequence. Homology based methods, for example 
searching for related sequences in current database using tools like BLAST, are insufficient because 
it has been found that perhaps as many as 50% of newly discovered genes encode proteins which 
lack recognizable homologs in current databases. Using tools like GRAIL, to recognize the protein 
coding potential of a region of sequence prompts the investigator to design experiments to identify 
transcripts in order to confirm the existence of a potential new gene. 

When the sequence of a genomic DNA region has been determined, an investigator can use 
GRAIL to identify and annotate features of biological importance in the sequence prior to sub- 
mitting it to one of the public databases. GRAIL combines both the pattern based and homology 
based feature recognition. The sorts of features which can be examined (that is, are accessible com- 
putationally) include potential protein coding regions, regulatory regions, relationships to known 
sequences, the location of repetitive DNA elements, etc. 

There are two modes which can be used to annotate genomic sequence: (1) an “automatic” 
mode in which a number of computational tools examine the sequence and report their analysis 
(location and types of features found) to a local/public database without any need for human 
intervention, and (2) an interactive mode, where the output from the various computational tools 
are examined by a knowledgeable individual, and further analysis is carried out based on what is 
found. The GRAIL server can support automatic modes of analysis, and the XGRAIL graphical 
client-server interface can be used for interactive analysis. 

GRAIL analysis is available to the user in graphic form in the X-window-based client-server 
system XGRAIL, through Mosaic interfaces, or by email server. The e-mail version of GRAIL can 
be accessed at graiZ@ornE.gov and the e-mail version of genQuest can be accessed at Q@ornZ.gov. 
Instructions can be obtained by sending the word “help” to either address. The XGRAIL, Batch 
GRAIL, and XgenQuest client software is available by anonymous ftp from arthur. epm. ornZ.gov 
(128.219.9.76). Both GRAIL and genQuest are accessible over the World Wide Web (URL 
http://avalon.epm.ornl.gov/’). Communications with the GRAIL staff should be addressed to 
GRA ILMA IL@omZ.gov. 

mailto:graiZ@ornE.gov
mailto:Q@ornZ.gov
http://ornZ.gov
http://avalon.epm.ornl.gov
mailto:IL@omZ.gov
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Figure 1: A schematic of the neural network for evaluating internal protein coding exons in GRAIL. 
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Figure 2: Error detection. A sequence (HUMTRHYAL) is corrupted by deleting bases at the 
positions at the hash marks on the upper line at the bottom of the figure. The predicted indels are 
marked on the lower line. The center step function shows translation frame transitions. The solid 
bars represent actual exons, and hollow rectangles are GRAIL’S predictions. 


